Introduction
In finite element methods, evaluation of a solution of initial-boundary value problem necessitates the use of numerical integration of inner products, which introduced additional errors.
The main subject of this paper is to investigate the effect of numerical integration on the error estimates. It is proved that a suitable choice of the quadrature scheme leads to the 2 1 optimal L-and H -convergence rates.
The types of finite element spaces use.d, and the assumptions on the quadrature formulae follow [7] , where a corresrponding problem for quasilinear elliptic equations has been analysed.
The analogous problem in the case of linear parabolic equations was considered by Raviart [9] and Fix [6] . In the case of nonlinear parabolic equations Douglas and Dupont [4] tjreBented an alternative method of approximating the integrals by interpolating the coefficients and evaluating the integrals t>y exaot formulae* Finally we oonsider the problem of stiffness of a system of ordinary differential equations which arises in the semi--discretization with numerical integration. (1.1) • u(x11) = 0 for (x,t) e r x J, u(x,0) = UQ(x) for xea.
We shell assume the following regularity of the coefficients and the ellipticity condition (K1) a^fx.u), i = 0,1,...,n, are k-times continuously differentiable functions on £ * R, (R2) for any C>0 there exist constants CQ, C^ such that 0 < C0s a^x.u) $ C1
for any i = 1 n and any (x,u) ea * [-C,C] and
1 (here and in the following C, CQ, C^... denote generic positive constants not necessarily the same in each two formulae ).
For simplifying the problem, we assume all functions a^, i = 0,1,...,n,to be autonomous.
Let i/^'^fa), for any integer mjO and any number qe [l,+ oo], be the Sobolev space with the norm ||*||_ q and the semi-norm |»|m Q. For q = 2 we abbreviate || • II2 ft '•"m,Q and MIo,2;
'I'" and we denote W n ' 2 (a) by 'llfyft). The space w"» q (fi) denotes the closure of CQ(g) in the norm |«|| a n. The inner product on L (o) = H (ft) we denote by (.,.) and we extend (.,.) to the duality pairing between hJ(S2) and its dual H~1(£2). The weak form of (1.1) is to find u e L () ) such that 3tueL 2 (J,H" 1 (n)) and for any y^ e S^ and a.e. t e J. Problem (2.1) is an initial problem for a nonlinear system of ordinary differential equations of first order. It has been extensivel-' studied; e.g., see [3] and [10] , where, under suitable assumptions on the smoothness of u, optimal estimates of the error u-u^ in the spaces L 2 (J,H 1 (fl)) and L°° (J,L 2 (ft)) are derived, namely
If
In [2] the uniform error estimate is derived
and c(n) = (n/2)+2. The r&gularity of Galerkin solution follows from the above estimates and properties (A2) and (A3): where we have first used the inverse inequality (A3) and then the approximation property (A2) and the uniform error estimate of the Galerkin method. Combining the previous inequalities we obtain j« Nik, h where C2U) = C(||u||k+1>0Of£J + ||3tu||k+1f00>fi).
Analogously, we can prove the second and third estimates of Lemma 2.1.
3.
Tl;e effect of quadrature errors Since it is either too costly or impossible to calculate exactly the values of integrals over a which appear in (2.1), we must take into account the fact that numerical integration is used for evaluating these integrals. Thus, for any finite element e e T^, we introduce a quadrature formula over e: L j f(x)dx is approximated by ^ w^ gfibj e) e 1=1
for some specified points b, e e and weights w, > C,
In view of affine -equivalence, we see that the >5aydr&titre scheme over the set E automatically induces a quadra?ore scheme over the set e, namely let (3.1) .
Pe » S a x -x = Pe(x) = Gflx + ge e g be the invertible affine mapping which maps E onto e. Then By using the quadrature formulae, we replace the semi-discrete problem (2.1) by the following one: find a function U^e L 2 (J,Sh) of the form Uh(x,t) = us(tKa(x) s=1 such that which implies the left part of (3.5), the right one can be derived analogously.
We can now turn to the error estimates for the quadrature-Galerkin method (3.3). Let us write u -Uh = u -uh + uh -Uh = u -uh + Zh, where u is the solution of the differential problem (1.2), u^ is the solution of the Galerkin approximation (2.1), and U^ is the solution of the quadrature-Galerkin method (3.3). The estimates of u-u^ are known, so we have to estimate Z^ e S^, Let us begin defining the initial function U^iO)e S^. We assume that 11^(0) is the projection of the given function u^ on the subspace S^ with regard to the discrete inner product (•*«i.e. Using the properties (P1), (P2) and Lemma 3.1, with = Z^, we get the estimate h ll z hll 2 + 2D «l z hli,a <2C(u)Dh k |zh|1ffl.
Applying the £-inequality (with E » ocD), we find s ||zh{s)|| 2 +«D j |zh(t)|2ffidt <gc 2 (u)h 2k + ||zh(0)|| 2 , 0* for 0< s This, together with Lemma 3*2 and error estimates for the Galerkin solution (2.1), implies the proposition of the theorem.
Remark. Let us consider the following problemt whether numerical integration has a negative influence on stiffness of a system of ordinary differential equations 
